Nursery service, quality promotion

Abstract

Nursery service is the main part of healthcare efforts worldwide. The promotion of nursery science and quality is an indispensable avenue for patient’s recovery and survival until now. Nursing science and quality promotion may be from many pathways, like education improvements, widespread of medical knowledge dissemination for nurses and willing to take parts of more responsibility. This short communication addresses parts of these medical challenges and highlights their possible trends in the future.
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Introduction

Today, a half of major diseases are chronic diseases. Their recovery processes are not defined in operation-room (surgery), but getting better in the bedside (therapeutic conventions-drugs, nutrition, instruments and nursery. A great proportion of healthcare services are both doctors and nursing. Any unilateral activity may compromise medication quality overall. The promotion of the quality and scope of nursing activity is especially important for healthcare service. However, currently, nursing activities in hospitals does not receive enough academic notification and respects financially worldwide.

Methodology

Educations

There is no nursery knowledge that can be applied on every medical discipline. Nursery education plays key role for clinical nursery practice. System developments for nursery services and education are indispensable. This educational difference requires efforts among teachers and nurses.

Cooperative capability

Good teamwork and cooperative efforts can provide better nursery services. Therapeutics in the future is no longer a performance and decision-making by doctors alone. Many technical or assistance forces will take part of medical practice for quality boosting-including pharmacologists, pathologists, biochemical technologists, nurses, mathematicians and many others. Without the assistance of these experts, clinical doctors will be narrow-minded and difficult to execute best therapeutics for all patients.

Discussion

Familiarity for different medical disciplines

In summary, different types of nursery play key roles in clinical trials, especially chronic diseases, such as HIV/AIDS treatments, mental diseases, bone disorders, metabolic diseases, cancers and so on. Familiarity for a variety of different diseases for nurses may help doctors more.

Take on more responsibility in the hospitals

To promote medical practice, nurses must play very important responsibility in medical treatments. Doctors are also human beings. If a doctor makes mistake in patient’s treatment, nurses must report these mistake to regulatory organization. These efforts can determine the quality of healthcare services in the hospitals.

Conclusion

Patient’s care and nursery play important roles for patient treatments and recovery. In order to promote these kinds of medical and technical work, high quality nursery work is much needed. To conclude, we must promote nurses in education science and routine work into new levels.
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